LASC CULTURAL HERITAGE AND THE ARTS CELEBRATES

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
2019: BLACK MIGRATION

Events

Odessa Cox Forum Speaker Series

Documentary Film Series in the Library:

2/21 11:20-12:15 - Films on Demand -
By River, By Rail: History of the Black Migration

2/28 2:30-3:25 PM - Films on Demand - Making a Way Out of No Way 1897-1940: The African Americans Many Rivers to Cross

“Bare Recognition”
Solo art exhibition by Nzuji De Magalhaes
Opening reception February 22 5:00-7:00 PM LASC Gallery

Read in at the Library: with Dr. Turner-Odom and Professor Burrus
Becoming by Michele Obama
2/26 at 1:00 PM

Paint and Mingle
2/27
Tech 315
4:30-6:30 PM